
Nurses in Action

While most thriving enterprises strive to drum up 
business, nurses in the Emergency Department  
at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles spend their off 
hours trying to prevent it. 

Members of the Community Outreach  
Committee—co-chaired by Brandon Holiwell, 
MSN, RN, CPEN, PHN, and Sylvia Rodriguez, 

Studios in Culver City in April, families got tips  
on distracted driving, plus bath, water, home, toy  
and seat belt safety. “It’s what we care about,” 
says Rodriguez, “and we have fun.”

The committee recently sponsored a popular 
Sidewalk CPR course in CHLA’s Family Resource 
Center. The event, backed by the American Heart 
Association, drew more than 50 members of  
the public. All ages—from 5-year-olds to  
grandparents—dove in to practice safe, hands- 
only CPR. “It was great to see people eager to 
learn a lifesaving intervention,” says Holiwell.

Members also join together for non-safety causes, 
such as the American Cancer Society’s Relay for 
Life. For Holiwell, volunteering extends his interest 
in public health. “I always wanted to serve the 
community,” he says, “and do something beyond 
what I already do clinically at the bedside.” n

RN, BSN—volunteer their time to teach the  
public about safety, with a goal of minimizing 
unintentional injuries. “By the time we see families 
in the Emergency Department, it’s way past the 
point of prevention,” says Rodriguez. “If we can 
educate parents and kids, we can reach them 
before they end up here.”

The committee, which includes social workers and 
care partners in addition to nurses, is one of a 
kind among Children’s Hospital initiatives. Many 
of its efforts—including car-seat inspections at  
community sites—support the hospital’s active 
Injury Prevention Program, part of the Division  
of Emergency and Transport Medicine. Four  
members—Holiwell; Rodriguez; Cathy Shijo, RN, 
BSN, CPN; and Heather Ayers-Cluff, MSW— 
are certified Child Passenger Safety Technicians.

Members pitch in at such events as L.A. Street 
Smarts, which teaches kids pedestrian and bicycle 
safety. At Safe Kids Day, held at SmashBox  

Participating in the 2013 Boston Marathon,  
Chantel Antonetti, RN, BSN, CAPA, Radiology, 
literally outran the bombers who wreaked havoc 
at the famed race—when she crossed the finish 
line 15 minutes before the explosives detonated. 

Antonetti was already in another part of the city 
when she felt the ground shake and, with the area 
quickly cordoned off by police, too far away to 
return to help. She went back a year later to do 
the race again. “The security was tight,” she says, 
“but there was an air of both commemoration and 
optimism.” She logged her best marathon time 
yet—3 hours, 32 minutes.

Antonetti, who joined Children’s Hospital Los 
Angeles in 2014 and was here as a travel nurse 
in 2013, started running 12 years ago to de-stress 
her nursing life. She began with 5Ks, then 10Ks, 
before tackling half-marathons and, finally, 26.2-
mile marathons. 

 
the race coordinators for the Los Angeles chapter 
of the nonprofit Back on My Feet, which works 
with runners from shelters and transitional housing. 
“With each weekly run, you can see their  
metamorphosis,” she says, “as the person they 
were before bad things happened emerges.” n

So far, she’s logged 12 marathons, and her  
chosen sport has taken her across the U.S. and 
into Europe, including Berlin and Tokyo. She even 
met her husband, Todd Zino, in a Brooklyn,  
New York, run club.

Antonetti often hits the streets with fellow members 
of the Republic Run Club, based in downtown 
L.A., which was recently featured on the cover of 
the June 2016 issue of Runner’s World. Typically 
she averages 25 to 30 miles weekly in non- 
training weeks, then steps that up to 40 to 50 
miles when training for a marathon. 

Antonetti, who is studying for a Master in Public 
Health degree with a focus on nutrition, says 
running keeps her healthy in body and mind. “It 
definitely helps my nursing. If I’m frazzled or  
frustrated, running clears my head. It’s cathartic.”

She’s also seen the power of running as one of 
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A Passion for Transforming Lives Around the Globe
by Vicki Cho Estrada

Lauren Paz, RN, MSN-CNL, Pediatric Intensive 
Care Unit, was 8 years old when she watched 
“The Oprah Winfrey Show” feature the opening 
of a new hospital that gave African villagers 
access to health care for the first time. It had a 
profound impact on her and led her to a nursing 
career. “I knew I needed to provide some type 
of medical aid to people in the world that didn’t 
have it,” says Paz, who has been on two medical 
missions in Haiti—with one lasting three months.

In 2012, Jahmela Pech, MSN, RN, CPN, education 
manager on 5 West, was planning a three-week 
trip to Cambodia, a country that her husband had 
fled years earlier to escape genocide. She thought, 
“Why not use part of that time to lend my nursing 
skills?” Pech signed up to volunteer with 

Jahmela Pech, MSN, RN, CPN, in Cambodia

Lauren Paz, RN, MSN-CNL, in Haiti

Phyllis D’Ambra, RN, MPA, in Ghana

Project Angkor, which provides free health care to 
the underserved in Cambodia. She has been there 
twice as a pediatric triage nurse and now serves 
as an advisor facilitating future medical missions. 

Phyllis D’Ambra, RN, MPA, nurse spine consultant 
in Orthopaedics, learned about a hospital in Ghana 
that treats patients with spine ailments and severe 
scoliosis—most of whom have spines that curve 
at angles of more than 150 degrees. For the past 
three years, she has shared her expertise working 
with spine patients to train and educate staff at the 
Foundation of Orthopedics and Complex Spine 
(FOCOS) Hospital, whose mission is to help  
Africans “stand tall.”

Paz, Pech and D’Ambra are among the many 
nurses at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles who 
travel the world to share their expertise to help the 
impoverished in developing nations. Using their 
personal time, and often at their own expense,  
they volunteer with humanitarian aid organizations 
and others in areas where access to health care 
is limited or nonexistent.

Their work includes educating local health care 
workers on best practices in nursing, educating 
community members on personal hygiene to  
prevent the spread of diseases and treating  
patients in rural hospitals and health clinics.  
Operating in less-than-ideal conditions with  
outdated medical equipment and few supplies, 
they typically encounter illnesses that have  
never been diagnosed or treated.

“We saw about 900 patients a day on my first trip 
to Cambodia, with many suffering from diabetes, 
hypertension and infections such as tuberculosis, 
ringworms, etc., and gastrointestinal illnesses due 
to poor water quality. Some people had never 
seen a health care provider their entire lives,” Pech 
says, noting many heard about the free clinics 
through word of mouth and walked two or three 
days, often without shoes, to get there. 

There are even fewer resources for patients who 
need more specialized care, such as cardiology. 
For these patients, a diagnosis is either never made 
or it’s inaccurate and the likelihood of receiving  
a lifesaving surgery is very low. Denise Esparza, 
RN, BSN, Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit, 
learned this through her five medical missions 
with two nonprofit groups that provide surgical 
and medical care to children with heart disease in 
developing nations. 

“We often see patients with heart defects that are 
repairable, but they have no access to care,” says 
Esparza, who since 2014 has traveled to Ecuador, 
El Salvador, Peru and Mexico to assist cardiac 
surgeries. “A clinic may only see six cardiac 
cases a year, and they don’t have the expertise or 
resources to provide care. Without us coming 
to them, these patients wouldn’t have much hope.” 

When Paz first arrived in Haiti in 2011, several 
months after a 7.0-magnitude earthquake hit the 
region, she spent time at Mission of Hope Haiti’s 
Clinic of Hope educating and training local nurses 



Favorite quote: “Forgiveness is giving up hope that 
the past could have been different.” This is especially 
important when I am doing nursing care. I am guilty 
of being a nurse perfectionist. 

Best #hashtag to describe you: #somuchtodosolittletime

Who influenced you to become a nurse? My parents. 
During freshman year in college, I learned about the 
lengthy years of training to become a doctor. This 
was such a conflict, since I also imagined traveling 
and being financially independent. After telling my 
parents that I didn’t want to do medicine, they 
insisted that I actively explore other career options. 
I knew I wanted to help people. I did extensive 
research and chose to become a nurse. Thanks to 
them, I became a nurse at 22, made a difference in 
my patients’ lives, traveled and became a 
financially stable grown-up.

Favorite part of your job: I get to channel my inner 
child to creatively make my patients’ hospital 
experience positive. I sing, dance and even watch 
cartoons with my patients. What a perk!  

Best life advice: You may experience losses in varying 
degrees. But you will never lose your education. 
No one can take that away from you.

Your personal motto: “Only in moderation.” 

Favorite comfort food: Spaghetti, chocolate and wine.

Guilty pleasure: Purchasing high-end luxury goods. 

The best worst decision of your life: My husband, 
Kevin, and I struggled for years to have our first  
child and underwent many trials and procedures. 
It was heartbreaking and, at times, hopeless. We 
decided to take a break from “medicine” and we  
miraculously and naturally conceived our daughter, 
Sydney. During my postpartum visit, my obstetrician 
asked me about birth control. I laughed and thought 
about how impossible it would be to get pregnant 
again. In January 2013, six months after Sydney’s 
birth, I discovered I was pregnant with Desmond.  
Life has been a wonderful whirlwind ever since.    

Tell us something that would surprise your coworkers: 
I’m intrigued by maps, current and historical ones. 
My childhood favorite: the Thomas Guide. During 
my travels, I study maps and I can visualize them 
in my head.

What sets your heart on fire: My husband and 
my children.

What would you tell your high school self: Life will 
only get better.
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A Conversation With … 
Margaux Chan, RN, BSN 
Magnet Program Manager

Margaux Chan, RN, BSN, with husband Kevin and her 
children, Sydney and Desmond

build, staff and operate the clinic. Luker has raised 
enough money to begin construction on the  
foundation this year, and hopes the building will 
be completed by 2020.

While it can be challenging witnessing extreme 
poverty and suffering on these trips, these  
nurses say it’s gratifying to know they’re making  
a difference. 

“These medical missions change you while  
changing other lives,” says Paz, who plans to 
return to Haiti next year. “You go there anticipating 
you’re going to be helping people, but it feels like 
you’re so blessed from the experience.”  

For D’Ambra, seeing patients go through a long 
process of getting de-liced and dewormed and 
wearing a halo traction for three months before 
spine surgery, then seeing them stand straight “just 
tugs at your heart. These experiences make me a 
better human being and a better nurse.”

Esparza echoes that sentiment and says these 
missions have helped her grow as a nurse and 
have made her more resourceful and proactive. 
“Being in a third-world country, you have to find 
ways to solve problems,” she says. “Every time 
I go back, it gives me the reason why I chose 
medicine. You see people at their most vulnerable 
state. There’s something beautiful about entering 
that space and offering comfort. 

“With our Children’s Hospital background, it’s such 
a blessing to be able to share that with the world 
and other people.” n

A Passion for Transforming Lives Around the Globe

Denise Esparza, RN, BSN, in Ecuador

Gayle Luker, BSN, RN, CPN, with George Muzaale at the 
site where a new health care clinic will be built in Uganda

in CPR, emergency skills, wound and injury care, 
and assessing patients. She saw that Haitian  
nurses were fully dependent on North American 
and European relief nurses. “When I returned two 
years later, it was exciting to see how far these 
nurses had come; they were managing this clinic 
all by themselves,” she says.

Gayle Luker, BSN, RN, CPN, Float Team, didn’t 
anticipate that traveling to Uganda for a month-
long trip with a church group in 2005 would 
change her life, but “the moment I stepped on the 
ground, my heart was grabbed and I knew what  
I was meant to do.” 

She taught Ugandan villagers proper hygiene, safe 
food and water storage, and how to build latrines, 
but word soon got out that Luker was a nurse and 
she started providing first-aid care to patients and 
training to health care workers. 

Luker has been to Uganda five times. During a  
visit three years ago, the founders of a school 
in the village of Wanyage asked if she would 
help them build a health clinic to serve 400-plus  
students, pre-kindergarten through seventh 
grade, that would also provide care to four 
surrounding villages.  

“Knowing the needs of proper health care access 
and the teaching opportunities, how could I 
not stay involved?” says Luker. She created the 
nonprofit Healing Hands, Inc., to raise funds to 
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Publications     
Sheila Kun (Clinical Pulmonary): “Diaphragm Pacing  
by Phrenic Nerve Stimulation,” American Journal of  
Respiratory Critical Care Medicine, April 2016.

Susanne Matich (Interventional Radiology): “Just 
Pediatrics: Pediatric Minor Head Injury, CT Imaging and 
Evidence-Based Practice in Emergency Departments,” 
Journal of Radiology Nursing, June 2016. 

Nida Oriza, Victoria Winter and Flerida  
Imperial-Perez (Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit): 
“Shared Governance for a Healthy Work Environment in 
a Pediatric Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit,” American 
Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACN) Advanced 
Critical Care, April-June 2016.

Judy Sherif (Emergency Transport): “Cerebral  
Oxygenation and Acceleration in Pediatric and Neonatal 
Interfacility Transport,” Air Medical Journal, June 2016.

Presentations
Sharee Anzaldo (Surgical Admitting): “Managing 
Care of a Child With Autism Spectrum Disorder: Filipino 
American Beliefs and Perceptions,” poster presentation, 
Western Institute of Nursing 49th Annual Communicating 
Nursing Research Conference, Anaheim, CA, April 2016.

Maria Bautista-Durand (Trauma): “Bicycles and 
Skateboards May Break Your Bones, but the Orthopaedic 
Trauma Team Won’t Hurt You!” Annual Regional Advanced 
Practice Nurses (APN) Conference, CHLA, April 2016. 

Leticia Boutros (Perioperative): “Nursing and Health-
care,” 22nd Annual Adelante Mujer Latina Conference, 
Pasadena, CA, May 2016. 
  
Nancy Chang (Endocrinology): “Diabetes in Children,” 
lecture, UCLA School of Nursing, May 2016.

Kimberly McEvoy Dodson (Surgery): “Standards of 
Perioperative Nursing—Pediatric Considerations in the 
Field,” Irapuato, Mexico, April 2016. 

Dolores Greenwood and Brenda Gallardo  
(Newborn and Infant Critical Care): “Growing Beyond 
the Bedside: A Mentorship Program for Experienced 
Nurses,” presentation, 10th Annual CHLA Neonatal 
Conference, April 2016.  

Donna Guadiz (Heart Institute): “Transitioning from 
Pediatric to Adult Care,” panelist, Pulmonary  
Hypertension Association International Conference and 
Scientific Session, Dallas, TX, June 2016.

Debbie Harris, Kellie Loera, Susan Carson, Trish 
Peterson and Kasey Rangan (Hematology-Oncology): 
“Development and Implementation of a Hematology- 
Oncology Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Mentorship 
Program,” poster presentation, National Association of 
Pediatric Nurse Practitioners’ (NAPNAP) 37th Annual 
National Conference of Pediatric Health Care, Atlanta, 
GA, March 2016. 

Alan Hermanson (Employee Health): “Total Worker 
Health,” presentation, Children’s Hospital Association 
Annual Meeting, Kansas City, MO, April 2016.  
  
Monica Horn, Donna Guadiz and Debbie  
Dechant (Heart Institute): “Cannula Site Management 
Strategies in Pediatric Ventricular Assist Device (VAD) 
Patients,” abstract and poster presentation, Annual 
International Society for Heart & Lung Transplantation 
Meeting and Scientific Program, Washington, DC, April 
2016.

Deborah Jury (Pain Service): speaker, “Pupiversary,” 
Inaugural Dog Therapy Appreciation Day, honoring 
Amerman Family Foundation Dog Therapy Program, 
CHLA, April 2016.    

Sheila Kun (Clinical Pulmonary): “Building a Pediatric 
Pulmonary Nursing Curriculum for Thailand,” poster 
presentation, American Thoracic Society International 
Conference, San Francisco, CA, May 2016. 

Erin Lowerhouse (Sedation Services): “Pediatric 
Sedation Specialty Unit: Enhancing Patient Care,” poster 
presentation, American Society of PeriAnesthesia Nurses 
35th National Conference, Philadelphia, PA, April 2016. 
  
Susanne Matich (Interventional Radiology): “Advanced 
Practice Nurse and Physician Assistant Credentialing in 
California,” Society for Interventional Radiology,  
Vancouver, British Columbia, April 2016. 

Delta Paz (Emergency Department): Nurse.com GEM 
Award, March 2016.
    
Gloria Verret and Terri Cole (6 West): 2016 Corrine 
Barnes Evidence-Based Practice Grant for “Enhancing 
Consistent, Effective and Timely Discharge Teaching for 
Families Using a Dedicated Clinical Nurse Discharge 
Educator,” SPN National Conference, April 2016.
    
Kelsey Wong (Float Team): SPN Academic Education 
Scholarship, April 2016.
 
Medical volunteers for Special Olympics, hospital-wide: 
honorable mention, Advance Healthcare Network, for 
work at July 2015 Special Olympics World Summer 
Games, awarded April 2016. 

Certifications
BMTCN: Jennifer Buitrago (Bone Marrow Transplant).
CCRN: Nicole Ramage (Cardiothoracic Intensive  
Care Unit).
CNL: Lauren Paz (Pediatric Intensive Care Unit).  
CNOR: Coleen Lutz (Surgery); Tess Pascua (Surgery).
CPHON and ONCC: Debbie Harris (Hematology- 
Oncology).
CPN: Theresa Alquiros (Cardiovascular Acute);  
Stacey Boyer (Cardiology); Catherine Calvert  
(Cardiovascular Acute); Allyssa Cayago (6 East); 
Danielle Gaines (Cardiovascular Acute); Susanna 
Kitabjian (6 West); Christine Lai (Duque 5W); Sarah 
Medalen (6 West); Jennifer Ortiz (5 West); Irma 
Quijano (6 East); Laura Riojas (5 West); Rachel 
Roxbury (6 West); Hana Pak (5 East); Rosanna 
Preall (6 West); Zenith Rahman (6 West).
NP: Deeba Kazempoor (5 West); Diana  
Kazempoor (5 West).
PNP: Ma Jonette Panizales (Cardiothoracic Intensive 
Care Unit).
RNC: Kim Hitomi (Newborn and Infant Critical 
Care Unit).
RN III: Sheah DiLuigi (Emergency Department);  
Emily Fu (Pediatric Intensive Care Unit); Jessica  
Burras-Sando (Float Team).
VA-BC: Terrie Ballard (IV Team). 
 

Life Celebrations
Marriages
Jennifer Beal (Pediatric Intensive Care Unit); Janet 
Hoa (Bone Marrow Transplant Unit); Claudia  
Marquez (5 West); Paula Rosales (Surgical  
Admitting); Andrea Tim (D6 Rehab). 
    
Births
Boys: Erika Dolezal (5 West); Victoria Duncombe 
(Pediatric Intensive Care Unit); Sabrina Escalante (6 
West); Kim Hitomi (Newborn and Infant Critical Care 
Unit); Wendy Leung (Hematology-Oncology);  
Danielle Mountan (5 West); Kristen Owen (6 
West); Grace Sekayan (Cardiothoracic Intensive  
Care Unit).   

Girls: Jennifer Buitrago (Bone Marrow Transplant 
Unit); Megan Jensen (Float Pool); Tiffany Paulsen  
(4 West); Ivo Rajagukguk (Cardiothoracic Intensive 
Care Unit).  

Community
Medical Missions 2016: Liz Daley (Cardiothoracic 
Intensive Care Unit), Nkhoma Hospital, Malawi; Mita 
Davis (Radiology), Peru; Vicky Lin (6 West), Operation 
Smile, Nicaragua; Katarina Santiago (5 West), Kenya 
Medical Missions and Hunger Relief; Jennifer DeVera 
(Operating Room), Melinda Dizon (Operating Room), 
Maxine Ogbaa (Newborn and Infant Critical Care 
Unit) and Nhu Tran (Heart Institute), CHLA Mission, 
Haiti; Aeroshikha Wolf (Bone Marrow Transplant 
Unit), Heart Touch Project International, Cambodia.

Athletics: Kriselle Farrales (5 West), 10K Hollywood 
Run, April 2016; Sue Martinez (5 East) and Ani 
Yeremian (Cardiovascular Acute), Mount Wilson Trail 
Race, Sierra Madre, May 2016; Alvin Rocha and 
Kristin Tayo (Cardiovascular Acute), Rock ‘N’ Roll San 
Francisco Half Marathon, April 2016.

Volunteering:  Valerie Gordon (Urology Clinic), “Life 
Rolls On” surfing event for spinal injury patients, June 
2016; Lauren Ludlow and Christine Wu (4 West) 
and Jackie O’Connell (Hematology-Oncology), 
Pablove Shutterbugs Alumni Camp, June 2016; 
Bianca Salvetti (Adolescent Medicine), Children of the 
Night, April 2016, and camp nurse, Camp Esperanza 
for children with arthritis, June 2016; Cathy Shijo 
(Emergency Department), Polar Plunge, Special Olympics, 
February 2016.

Donna Nowicki (Pediatric Surgery): “Necrotizing 
Amoebic Colitis in a Child: A Rare and Often Fatal 
Entity,” presentation, American Pediatric Surgical Nurses 
Association 25th Annual Scientific Meeting, San Diego, 
CA, May 2016. 

Nida Oriza (Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit): 
“Nurse-Driven Hand-off from Anesthesia Care to Pediatric 
Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit: A Courageous Act,” 
poster presentation, AACN National Teaching Institute 
(NTI) and Critical Care Exposition, New Orleans, LA; 
also published on AACN/NTI website, May 2016.  
 
Shinny Thomas (Anesthesiology): “Anti-NMDA 
Receptor Encephalitis,” poster presentation, Society for 
Pediatric Anesthesia Conference, Colorado Springs, CO, 
April 2016. 

Gloria Verret and Terri Cole (6 West): “Enhancing 
Consistent, Effective and Timely Discharge Teaching 
for Families Using a Dedicated Clinical Nurse Discharge  
Educator,” poster and podium presentation, CHLA 
Research Day, and podium presentation, Society of 
Pediatric Nurses (SPN) National Conference, 
Minneapolis, MN, April 2016. 
  
Ann Wakulich (Orthopaedics): “Family-Centered Care 
in Pediatrics,” development of a class, Upsilon Beta 
Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International, Yorba Linda, 
CA, April 2016.    

Ani Yeremian (Cardiovascular Acute): “Using IPC 
Survey Functionality to Improve Response to Alarms,” 
GetWellNetwork GetConnected 2016 conference,  
Philadelphia, PA, May 2016.   

Flora Yuen (6 East): “Pediatric Nurses’ Level of 
Preparedness in Code Blue Response,” SPN Annual 
Conference, Minneapolis, MN, April 2016.

Professional Achievements
Sharee Anzaldo (Surgical Admitting): reappointed, 
teaching assistant consultant, UCLA School of Nursing, 
May 2016.

Paula Belson (Anesthesiology): Jonas Nurse Leader 
Scholarship, UCLA, May 2016.
 
Leticia Boutros (Perioperative), Linda Camacho 
(Surgery); Sue Carson, Jennifer Donkin, Trish 
Peterson and Jami Vander Wielen (Hematology- 
Oncology); Anna Evans (Neuro-Oncology); Kamala 
Gipson and Karla Haynes (Plastic and Maxillofacial 
Surgery); Debbie Jury (Pain Service); Mary McCulley 
(Anesthesiology/Critical Care); and Paula Rosales 
(Surgical Admitting): served on the planning committee 
for the APN Conference, CHLA, April 2016. 

Anabel Costa, Jessica Cuellar, Robin Goodman, 
Brandon Holiwell, Amy Morales, Angie  
Morales, Cathy Shijo, Sylvia Rodriguez and 
Mary Vasquez (Emergency Department): hosted third 
annual Sidewalk CPR event, CHLA Helen and Bill Close 
Family Resource Center, June 2016. 

Cat Goodhue (Surgery) and Debbie Harris  
(Hematology-Oncology): co-chairs, “PNPs—Making a 
Difference in Acute and Primary Care,” APN Conference, 
co-sponsored by the L.A. chapter of the NAPNAP and 
the CHLA Nurse Practitioners group, CHLA, April 2016.  
 
Debbie Harris (Hematology-Oncology): guest on “The 
Gift of Blood,” WDC Radio, LA Talk Live, April 2016.
 
Emily LaNovara (Cardiovascular Acute): the Terry 
Varatta Memorial Scholarship, CHLA Clinical Education 
and Professional Development Department, March 2016.

DAISY Award: Carol Schulz (Bone Marrow Transplant), 
April 2016; Donna De Guzman (Newborn and Infant 
Critical Care Unit), May 2016; Caroline Ross (6 West), 
June 2016.
  
Academic Achievements
BSN: Miguel Aventino (Post-Anesthesia Care Unit); 
Claudia Castellon (6 West); Hanna Chong (6 West).

MSN: Feri Kiani (Pediatric Intensive Care Unit);  
Diana Montano (6 West); Ma Jonette Panizales 
(Cardiothoracic Intensive Care Unit); David Romberger 
(Heart Institute); Ann Wakulich (Orthopaedics). 

Recognition
Sharee Anzaldo (Surgical Admitting): 2016 SPN
Corrine Barnes Research Grant and 2016 Sigma Theta 
Tau International Gamma Tau-at-Large Research Grant, 
April 2016; also, the 2016-2018 Donald Jonas Legacy 
Fellowship, Jonas Center for Nursing and Veterans Health-
care, May 2016.
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Celebrating the accomplishments and 
milestones of CHLA nurses



Voice of the Profession

providers, Hacker oversaw the creation of the  
Versant™ RN Residency Program, the hospital’s  
Magnet Recognition and implementation of the 
DAISY Awards at CHLA. She is recognized for 
establishing a nursing culture that encourages 
collaboration, continuing education, research and 
an unwavering focus on patients’ and families’ 
well-being. 

“Mary Dee created better communication between 
the physicians and the nurses and insisted that  
families and patients need to be included in the 
care we provide,” said Robert Adler, MD, MSEd, 
chief medical officer of the CHLA Health Systems,
praising Hacker at the event.

In addition to the many heartfelt tributes from  
Hacker’s colleagues, a video tribute captured 
messages from the various Patient Care Services 
departments and nursing units throughout the 
hospital. “You are the Oprah of nursing,” said one 
group. Many thanked Hacker for creating an  
environment “where nurses want to work.” The 
PCS directors each thanked Hacker for her  
mentorship and for being the “most influential 
leader” in their careers. 

“You pulled me under your wing and taught me how 
to be a leader, and then pulled back your wing 
and told me it’s time to soar,” said David Davis, 
RN, MN, chief quality officer and vice president of 
Quality Improvement and Patient Safety.

Hacker was also presented with a $16,000 check 
collected from the PCS staff for the INIR. 

“As I reflect back I realize none of this was easy, 
but every moment mattered,” said Hacker as she 
tried to fight back tears. “There were daunting 
expectations and uncertain steps, but we did good 
work together.” n

“Mary Dee Hacker—our very own lady with the 
lamp.”  

That’s how the celebration for Children’s Hospital 
Los Angeles’ chief nursing officer and vice  
president of Patient Care Services (PCS) began. 
Mary Dee Hacker, RN, MBA, NEA-BC, FAAN,  
retired in June from the position she held for 23 
years, leaving behind a legacy of compassion, 
visionary change and countless accomplishments. 

Hacker is continuing her work with CHLA as the 
inaugural chair of the Institute for Nursing and  
Interprofessional Research (INIR), which will 
support nurses and other care providers, from 
nutritionists and pharmacists to social workers and 
Child Life specialists.

During the June reception at the hospital, nurses, 
physicians, administrators, family and friends  
gathered for a laughter- and tear-filled tribute to 
Hacker, who began her career at CHLA as a 
bedside nurse in 1975. 

“This is a landmark moment for CHLA,” said 
hospital President and CEO Paul S. Viviano.  
“I have the deepest appreciation for you teaching 
me how special this hospital is and how special  
the nursing team is. Your presence will be felt  
here forever.”

Originally from Minnesota, Hacker moved to Los 
Angeles for the opportunity to work at CHLA.  
“I came here to learn, enjoy the Pacific Ocean and 
go back home in a few years,” she said.

Hacker soon realized that CHLA was a special 
place and “a few years” turned into four decades. 
Hacker has been instrumental in the hospital’s tre-
mendous growth over the past 40 years. A tireless 
advocate for nurses and other patient care service 

Children’s Hospital Originals
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Karen Wirick, CFRE (left); Phyllis D’Ambra, RN, MPA; Mary Dee Hacker, MBA, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN; and Nancy Blake, PhD, 
RN, CCRN, NEA-BC, FAAN

Celebrating a 40-Year Legacy
by Elena Epstein

The FloSheet team is honored to welcome Nancy 
Lee, RN, MSN, NEA-BC, senior vice president 
and chief clinical officer, to Children’s Hospital Los 
Angeles, and to introduce her to FloSheet readers. 

Childhood Memories
Joining CHLA from Stanford Health Care is a 
homecoming for Nancy, who is originally from 
Lakewood. “Growing up here, I was an avid Girl 
Scout. I loved camping, sailing, the teamwork,  
everything about it.” She speaks nostalgically of 
her summers spent at Skyland Ranch Girl Scout 
Camp near Idyllwild, where she continued  
volunteering as a camp nurse even after nursing 
school.

Road to Nursing
Nancy’s mom is a retired nurse and her sister is 
an ICU charge nurse in Antelope Valley. “I played 
the sax and the flute and thought I wanted to be a 
musician,” she says. “But I also really wanted to do 
something that made a difference.” She headed to 
nursing school and then Long Beach Memorial. It 
was at Miller Children’s Hospital Long Beach that 
she realized pediatric nursing was her passion.  
“It was a perfect fit for me. Working with kids gives 
you a great opportunity to have an impact on the 
patients’ and families’ lives.” Nancy says she often 
talks with her sister, who works the night shift, to 
gain a greater insight into nursing on the frontlines. 
And she’s talking to staff at all levels at CHLA. “It’s 
critical for me to have a good understanding of 
the needs of bedside nurses and other patient care 
providers. They know firsthand what our patients 
and families are going through and how the  
administration can better help them provide the 
best care possible. “ 

Motherhood
Nancy has been married to Robin Martinez, who 
is also originally from Southern California, for 20 
years. They adopted their 8-year-old son, Aiden,  
in 2007. Their favorite family activity is taking their 
motor home and finding a beautiful spot in  
nature for dry camping—no hookups for water or  
electricity and preferably no cell coverage.   

Coming to CHLA  
“The people here are unique in their dedication 
and passion,” says Nancy. “I see their commitment 
to their profession and to the patients in every unit 
of the hospital. The contributions that Mary Dee has 
made to this hospital and the nursing profession 
are tremendous. I know that I’m stepping into 
something very special.” n



As a much-published researcher who is passionate 
about education, Sheila Kun, MS, RN, CPN, nurse 
care manager in Pulmonology, asks two questions 
when facing an unmet need: “Why?” and “How 
can we do this better?”

Kun, who is celebrating her 40th anniversary at 
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, remains inspired 
by her daily interactions with smart colleagues, 
patients and families. “Fifty percent of what I know 
I’ve learned from parents,” she says. 

In 1996, ready for a change, she joined 
Pulmonology. There, she has honed specialties in 
mechanical ventilation home care and diaphragm 
pacing, which helps patients with spinal cord 
injuries breathe, as well as congenital central 
hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS), a rare 
disorder in which automatic breathing control is 
absent or impaired. 

Kun sits on two international research advisory 
board and steering committees on CCHS and 
home mechanical ventilation. And her research 
identifying a knowledge deficit among home 
health nurses on emergency care of children on 
home mechanical ventilation prompted  
national interest.

Her goal is to develop an education tool to help 
caregivers in emergency care. Kun, who has  
won multiple research awards and CHLA’s Morris 
and Mary Press Humanism Award, encourages 
nurses to publish. “We change lives by sharing 
what we know,” she says. “Publication is a  
powerful tool.” n

Her unquenchable curiosity spurs her on. “I like 
to explore new things,” she says. “I never 
accept ‘no.’” 

That spirit has held her in good stead since 1977, 
when she was primary nurse, then nurse manager, 
of the Laminar Flow Unit, now the Bone Marrow 
Transplant Unit, and the first CHLA nurse to infuse 
bone marrow into a patient.

Working in Otolaryngology in the 1980s and 
‘90s, she created a new protocol that enabled 
children with tracheostomies to attend school 
without their parents present, helped train more 
than 2,000 school and home health nurses and 
produced a booklet on tracheostomy home care 
still in use. She also helped open school doors for 
children on ventilator support.

By 1984, she was pursuing her own informal 
research, which she calls “an anti-burnout buster.” 
Her first study, the optimum frequency of  
changing tracheostomy tubes, led to CHLA’s  
tracheostomy tube change protocol.

Bedside’s Best

Sheila Kun: Explorer at Heart
By Candace Pearson
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